INTRODUCTION
For large capacity, high parameter unit, in order to improve the circulation efficiency of steam turbine unit, prevent the final-stage water, requires the reheat system. Reheat steam temperature system is a typical nonlinear, time-varying, multivariable system, its state parameters and operating conditions are closely related [1] . Production process often have many interference factors, load, flue gas flow and temperature, combustion conditions within the furnace, air condition, water flow, pressure and temperature of heating surface fouling and pulverizing system such as start and stop of the reheat steam temperature has a great influence. There is an urgent need to design a robust control system, and can quickly into automatic control.
In recent years, due to the neural network played a significant role in the identification and control of nonlinear systems [2] , making it becomes a new tool for nonlinear model predictive control. Chaos optimization algorithm (COA) is a novel optimization method, it chaotic unique periodicity to achieve the global optimum, but it does not require the objective function of a continuous and differentiable nature.
In this paper, the neural network identification, chaos optimization and predictive control ideas organic combination of a new type of nonlinear model predictive controllers. The controller takes the neural network as a predictive model, the chaos optimization algorithm as a rolling optimization strategy to avoid the nonlinear model predictive control of complex gradient calculations and matrix inversion.
II. THE DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CFB BOILER BED TEMPERATURE
The bed temperature is the control parameter related to the CFB boiler whether safe, efficient operation. This and the vapor pressure is a pair of strong coupling of variables, both by regulating the amount of fuel, primary air flow to achieve the control purposes. Literature [1] , the proposed anti-system of the air-bed temperature to achieve complete decoupling control of the steam pressure and bed temperature Furthermore, the frequent movement of the air supply system is not conducive to the stability of the entire system, this paper considered by adjusting the amount of fuel to control the bed temperature.
CFB boiler in dynamic characteristics differ from those of pulverized coal furnace and oil furnace, which is mainly shown in CFB boiler combustion chamber fluidized layer of large capacity thermal balance characteristics and the operating conditions vary depending on the characteristic, caused the CFB boiler combustion process in automatic control difficult. When the load is large, the delay control object is correspondingly larger, it takes a long time to reach steady state, and the control difficulty is also a corresponding increase in.
III. PRINCIPLE OF NONLINEAR PREDICTIVE CONTROL
Considering the nonlinear system can be described as a discrete time model
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Used in equation (3) t time and t time earlier projections, replaced with actual output value 2 N is the largest of the prediction field, u N is to control the time, 0 > λ is to control the weighting factor, ) ( j t y r + is for the moment j t + of the reference trajectory value, set by the system value by the first-order filter softens after getting. Predictive control is aimed at controlling the amount of allowable interval for a group of optimal control incremental sequence
, the optimization process of rolling [3] . Based on the neural network for forecasting model, neural network output value as above predicted output values, rolling optimization strategy using chaos optimization algorithm (COA), the nonlinear model predictive controller structure shown in Figure  1 . In the figure Chaos optimization using chaotic variables to the solution space searching, its basic idea is: first make the optimization variables in phase space is in a chaotic state [4] , which produced a group with the same number of optimization variables of chaotic variables, using a similar carrier way putting chaos into the optimization variables make its chaotic, and the chaotic motion traversing range amplified to optimize the scope of variables, and then directly using chaos search.
Rolling optimization in nonlinear predictive control strategy is a nonlinear programming problem. Compared to conventional linear programming method with the simplex method, quadratic programming, chaos optimization algorithm due to ergodicity, randomness, and so can more efficiently solve the optimization problem is easy to implement. Based on this consideration, this article will be chaos optimization algorithm used to rolling optimization in nonlinear predictive control, which is limited within the control sequence optimization. This paper uses the Logistic mapping The basic steps of chaos optimization algorithm for solving optimal control are as follows:
1) Initialization algorithm [5] : randomly taken from the u N initial value with small differences in the interval ) 1 , 0 ( , respectively, substituted into equation (6) 
Where: several-step search, according to equation (7) to the secondary carrier:
Among them: β is an adjustable parameter, can be less than 1; conversely, returned to step 3).
5) Chaos variables in the secondary carrier to continue the iterative search [6] . Calculation the
6) If the termination condition is satisfied, is to terminate search, otherwise return to step 5).
V. SIMULATION STUDY
The chaotic neural network model for predicting optimal control decision is applied to the nonlinear, large delay boiler reheat steam temperature control. Figure 2 is the forward -feedback cascade control system block diagram. 
A.Step test
The nonlinear predictive controller based on chaos optimization is applied to the reheated steam temperature control system, the unit step signal ) (t r for input signal, and the system 75% load response tests. The step response curve of the reheated steam temperature shown in Figure 3 , in figure, y is the output amplitude of dimension 1. Compared with PID control reheated steam temperature system, the use of nonlinear model predictive control, the overshoot is less than conventional PID control, the entire transition process even smoother, shorter time of process control.
B.Disturbance test
With 75% load condition as an example, suppose the object regulated by square wave disturbance (n(t)), as shown in figure 4 . The simulation time is 5ks, in 3ks the amplitude of the square wave disturbance is 0.1, disturbance time is 3000s ~ 3500s. Step response curve by disturbance n(t) A large number of simulation experiments show that, the nonlinear predictive controller has good real-time performance and anti-jamming ability for uncertain large delay systems.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Chaos optimization algorithm is a new global optimization method. It can effectively deal with the optimization problems of nonlinear system predictive control, avoiding the complex gradient calculation and matrix inversion.
Based on chaos optimization theory and its application in nonlinear predictive control are studied, and combined with 
